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Phantom Limbs
CONCERT DANCE IN NEW ZEALAND FROM THE
1930s TO THE 1980s

IN 1978, one year into its existence, Limbs Dance Company performed at
Victoria University in Wellington. In her review in the student magazine
Salient, the veteran dance innovator Rona Bailey expressed the hope that
Limbs’ accessibility and relevance meant concert dance had at last ‘arrived’ in
New Zealand culture: ‘We were seeing a new and fresh approach to Modern
Dance. This was dance for all people, not just an elite. Modern Dance in
New Zealand has not yet set down real roots. It has not reflected the real life,
work and heritage in this country. Limbs have all the ingredients for doing
just that.’1
But what about earlier manifestations of concert dance in New Zealand? This
article traces the development of ‘modern’ or ‘concert’ dance in this country
and explains how this art form, stemming from German expressionism and
American modernism, connected New Zealand to a global artistic and cultural
fraternity. Peter Gibbons’s injunction that New Zealand historians should
acknowledge ‘the world’s place in New Zealand’ as well as ‘New Zealand’s
place in the world’ is apposite.2 Including dance in our picture of the emerging
cultural diversity of mid-to-late twentieth-century New Zealand highlights
‘the convergences of experience in these parts of the world with experiences
of peoples in other parts of the world’ and challenges notions of twentiethcentury New Zealand identity.3 Historical modern concert dance in New
Zealand sits comfortably within a global community of this art form while, at
the same time, reflecting domestic cultural and political developments. Dance
in the twentieth century, as with other modern art forms, broke away from
pure representation and moved towards abstract interpretation and social and
cultural comment. The moving, expressive bodies of New Zealand dancers
suggest new ways to understand the national and the local as well as the global
and the international.
Choreographing dance and movement into history is problematic. ‘Words’,
as William H. McNeill, the prominent US-based historian of Western
civilization, has stated, ‘do not capture the visceral emotions aroused by keeping
together in time. People have always danced but seldom wrote about it.’4 The
elevation of the intellectual, the written and the visual over the physical and
the performed has long been a hindrance to the inclusion of dance, theatre and
music in academic discussions of the development of New Zealand culture.5
Specifically, it is rare for the performing arts to be included in the story of
what Keith Sinclair labelled ‘becoming New Zealand’.6 Our cultural and social
history has tended to focus on the development of nationalism in the literature
and visual art of the twentieth century. Frame, Curnow, Baxter, Angus,
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McCahon; these are some of the names that are heard when New Zealanders
speak of their artistic and cultural heritage. Seldom do we hear of Smithells,
Gnatt, Dunlop or Casserley.7 Music and dance, notably waiata and haka,
have occasionally been included in histories because of their accumulating
signification as national symbols, especially when they are put into service for
a sporting event or in a display of nationalism. In a nation that prides itself on
its physicality and physical fitness, dance is notably absent from histories of
corporeal expression. As Caroline Daley commented in Leisure & Pleasure,
in New Zealand’s historiography it is rare to find a discussion of the moving
body that is not aligned with sports.8 Yet if, for instance, one was to compare an
inspired dash on a rugby field to a darting leap on stage, the differences might
not be great. Indeed, Jock Phillips conjured this comparison when, blocked
from seeing a try-winning ‘cross-kick’ leap, he wrote, ‘Because I had not seen
it, I felt free to imagine it. In my mind I saw speed and grace. Essentially I saw
ballet and art.’9
Like modernist painters, ‘modern dancers created new ways for people
to see themselves’.10 By recovering forgotten dancers and works, this article
repositions dance in New Zealand’s history and highlights the transnationality
of the political, cultural and social beliefs expressed via concert dance in the
decades from the 1930s to the 1980s. Modern concert dance and dancers have
enabled New Zealanders to ponder topics as diverse as international politics
(as was said of a work performed by the New Dance Group in 1946), and sex
(as a critic commented on Limbs Dance Company’s 1988 Now is the Hour);
dance and dancers have contributed to our cultural history by representing and
interpreting the world that it and they inhabited. 11
First, an explanation of terminology is needed. Modern dance or, as it
was more commonly known in New Zealand, contemporary dance traces its
beginnings to late-nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century developments in
European and American artistic practice and physical education. The use of the
word ‘modern’ in conjunction with dance is problematic. Foucault has suggested
that we think of modernity ‘rather as an attitude than as a period of history …
a mode of relating to contemporary reality, a way of thinking and feeling’.12
In the twenties, thirties and forties dance was becoming more individualistic,
abstract, original, essentialist and political — characteristics it shared with the
modern art of the day. In dance, particularly in the United States, the label
‘modern’ was applied from the late 1920s through to the mid 1960s.13 In art,
architecture, music and literature modernism was used to describe a new set of
aesthetics and forms that moved away from representation and realism. With
modern dance, however, works and dancers were expressive and dramatic,
and could be symbolic of individuals, nations, events or narratives. Even in
the period from 1970 when dance’s ‘modernism’ became ‘post-modern’ in the
chronological sense, it still displayed characteristics of modernism.
To further complicate matters, the term ‘modern dance’ is often used
antithetically. Over the course of the twentieth century the term ‘modern’ was
applied to numerous styles and techniques of dance to describe what it was
not — dance that was not ballet, jazz, tap, ballroom or social. In 1933 John
Martin, the New York Times’ first dance critic, explained that modern dance
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was ‘a point of view’, movement made ‘to externalize personal, authentic
experience’.14 The definition offered by Nancy Reynolds and Malcolm
McCormick in their monumental history of dance in the twentieth century, No
Fixed Points, is useful: ‘modern dance was thus a state of mind as much as it
was an art of expressive movement.’15 Thus one could argue that modern dance
was both modernist in its use of abstract, expressive movement and modern in
its reference to a break with the past.16
The term ‘contemporary’, used predominantly in the United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand since the 1970s, encapsulates the ‘now-ness’ of
much of post-WWII dance.17 Dance that engages with society is contemporary
but, again, the terminology is slippery. In some contexts contemporary could
be used as a descriptor of ballet, tap, hip-hop, breaking, krumping and a variety
of other dance forms. For the purposes of this article I prefer the terms modern
and concert dance rather than contemporary dance, applying them to dance
mainly seen in concert, theatrical settings or alternative venues, but not to
ballet, tap, ballroom or social dance.
Three European men, François Delsarte, Émile Jaques-Dalcroze and Rudolf
Laban, have been credited with contributing philosophies and movement
vocabularies that led to the development of modern dance. Both Delsarte and
Jaques-Dalcroze were concerned with mental and physical well-being and
developed systems of expressive postures and gestures to music. The ‘Delsarte
System of Expression’, as it came to be known in America, reached its heyday
of popularity in the United States in the 1880s and 1890s and made ‘thinking
about the body not only advisable but fashionable’.18 The disciples of this
form of physical culture aimed to achieve a harmony of physical, spiritual
and intellectual well-being which was expressed by movements that emanated
from different parts of the body.19 According to this system, life and vitality
were expressed through the limbs and outward movement, the soul expressed
by movement from the torso, and the intellect expressed by the head and
inward-focused movement. By combining gestures and poses the adherents of
Delsartism aimed to achieve a balance between the inner and outer self while
also presenting ‘aesthetically educational entertainments’.20
Jaques-Dalcroze, a Swiss music teacher and a pioneer of rhythmic
gymnastics, translated ‘rhythm into bodily movements’.21 He developed a
system, known as Eurhythmics, to assist his music students physicalise their
music. The system was adopted by dancers in the early twentieth century
and performed by both amateurs and professionals in Europe and the United
States.22 Hungarian Rudolf Laban began teaching that ‘movement is first and
fundamental in what comes forth from a human being as an expression of his
intentions and experiences’, in pre-WWI Germany.23 An immensely influential
teacher, Laban’s theories of composition and his notation system ‘provided
the ideas and structures for a fundamentally new and historically different
dance in Europe’.24 In the 1930s Laban was connected with the Nazi theatre
scene and reported to Joseph Goebbels’s Propaganda Ministry; his work
will always be linked with the Third Reich. As Valerie Preston-Dunlop has
explained, Laban’s belief in community dance intersected with the Nazi belief
in ‘kraft durch freude’ (strength through joy), though the Nazis discouraged
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Laban’s promotion of men in dance.25 Nonetheless, Laban’s importance in the
elevation of dance as an art form is unquestioned. The contribution of theories
and movement languages by these European men led to the evolution of a
theatrical art labelled Ausdruckstanz (expressive dance), and its influence was
evident in the development of modern dance in the United States and, soon
after, New Zealand.26
American women, by contrast, were the leading figures in the emergence
of modern dance in the United States. Though Isadora Duncan (an American
who lived most of her life abroad) is often credited as the originator of modern
dance owing to her original use of music, emotional expression, bare feet and
un-corsetted torso,27 it was not until Ruth St Denis and Ted Shawn founded
the Denishawn company in California in 1914 that modern dance became an
influential art form in its own right. St Denis and Shawn introduced a new,
popular form of dance that traversed ‘ethnic’ and spiritual ground, combining
entertainment and spectacle.28 Their company also nurtured Martha Graham
and Doris Humphrey, both of whom became iconic choreographers.29
In addition, physical educationalists aided the emergence of modern dance
as a distinct art form. The pairing was cemented when teachers from Germany
introduced ‘gymnastic dancing’ or ‘dancing for health’ at the 1887 Harvard
Summer School of Physical Education in Boston.30 In 1934, in only its second
year of operation, Bennington College in Vermont became one of the first
American tertiary institutions to include dance as part of a Bachelor of Arts
degree. Bennington hosted a six-week summer dance programme, which
‘enabled the major artists in the fragmented world of modern dance to come
together in a rare atmosphere of cross-fertilization’.31 The dance techniques
and choreographic ideas of these dance pioneers filtered back into the physical
education departments from which the summer school students originated.
By the late 1930s, the New Zealand public was being introduced to modern
dance. European refugees were having an impact in the arts communities of
Wellington, New Plymouth, Hamilton and Auckland.32 Dance pioneers Lucie
Mendl Stonnell, Gisa Taglicht, Shona Dunlop MacTavish and Margaret Barr
offered dance classes in Dunedin, Wellington and Auckland respectively.33
Lucie Mendl Stonnell, from Vienna, settled in New Plymouth in the early 1930s
and soon after began offering creative dance classes for children. Her classes
aimed to allow creative expression through physicality. For Mendl Stonnell,
the place of dance in society should not be underestimated: ‘dancing is an art
of its own, and like every other art, it vibrates and is affected by every little
tremor of this world and its people. Every movement a child makes in a dance
is a reflex of millions of impressions, love and hate, enthusiasm or despair,
that pass through its life.’34 Taglicht, also from Vienna, arrived in New Zealand
in 1940, leaving her homeland the year prior because of the persecution of
its Jewish citizens. In Austria, Taglicht had gained a Diploma in Physical
Education in addition to her studies in rhythmic dancing and mime, and it
was these skills she introduced in New Zealand. Taglicht settled in Wellington,
where she was appointed the YMCA’s Director of Physical Education and
taught her version of Laban-inspired movement for 20 years.35 The 1948 film
Rhythm and Movement, part of the National Film Unit’s Weekly Review series,
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showed Taglicht pounding a drum while her young female students bounded
through the air and swayed in time to her beat. The movement was natural and
free; the dancers’ bare legs and feet blatant examples of modern dance. The
score for this short film, by Douglas Lilburn, added to the feeling of abandon
and freedom.36
Boukje Van Zon continued this tradition in Auckland from the 1950s
through to the 1980s.37 Van Zon began her dance training as a child in Holland
in the 1920s, after involvement with rhythmic dance at primary school. This
was the era in which the theories and training methods of Laban and JaquesDalcroze were gaining prominence. By her teens she was teaching dance and
choreographing for her students. Van Zon arrived in New Zealand in 1951,
and the following year she began giving dance classes in the west Auckland
suburb of Te Atatu. Van Zon stressed that technique and creativity were
equal elements in dance. Movement needed a purpose; every exercise was to
be done with the ‘spirit’ and the mind. Her dedicated students were able to
explore choreography outside of normal class time as she made her studios
available on Saturday afternoons. She encouraged aspiring choreographers,
believing that ‘when a person creates, a radiance and beauty comes from
within them’.38
While dance techniques and philosophies were coming to New Zealand
from Europe, New Zealanders were also travelling to acquire dance knowledge.
Dunedin-born Shona Dunlop MacTavish left New Zealand for Vienna in 1935,
aged 15.39 At the studio of Gertrud Bodenwieser she was taught expressive
dance combining the discipline of ballet with Laban’s movement theories and
the postural, gestural and rhythmic ideas of Delsarte and Jaques-Dalcroze.
Bodenwieser’s dances have been described as thematic, with titles such as The
Great Hours, Rhythms of the Subconscious and Masks of Lucifer. The best
known, Demon Machine (1923), aimed to reflect the ‘perils of mechanization’,
a common theme of modern dance in the post-WWI era.40 Dunlop MacTavish,
who performed in Demon Machine, joined the company in 1938, just as most
of her dancing companions were forced to flee the Nazis. After touring with
Bodenwieser to South America, the company eventually settled in Sydney,
where Bodenwieser established a studio. Dunlop MacTavish toured New
Zealand as a member of Bodenwieser’s company in 1947. In 1956, following
marriage, motherhood and widowhood, Dunlop MacTavish settled back in
Dunedin, from where she continues to teach and choreograph.41
Rona Bailey (then known by her maiden name, Rona Stephenson) went to
the United States in 1937 to attend the University of California at Berkeley.
There, as a physical education student of Lucille Czarnowski, Bailey was
exposed to the nascent forms of modern dance.42 Crossing the country the
following year, she enrolled in the physical education programme at Barnard
Teachers’ College, at Columbia University. Barnard offered a course titled
‘Studies in Modern Dance, Theory and Practice’. The college announcement
stated that this course covered ‘pertinent problems in dance such as: dance
as a reflection of our social scene, the medium of dance, rhythm with
accompaniment, design, the creative approach’.43 In New York Bailey was
taught the techniques and philosophies of modern dance’s most influential
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personalities, including Martha Graham, Doris Humphrey, Louis Horst
(mentor to Martha Graham), Charles Weidman and the dance critic of the
New York Times, John Martin.
It was not just her dance education that influenced Bailey while she was
in the United States. Bailey saw inspirational works choreographed by
Graham and Humphrey in New York during 1938–1939 that boasted dramatic
movement vocabulary and innovative themes and structures. Graham’s
Frontier (1935) and American Document (1938) took the ‘American pioneer’
as their subject and explored, via her individualistic movement vocabulary,
the settler’s internal and external space. Graham described Frontier as about
‘roads that disappear into the distance, or a railroad track. The questing spirit is
there and the sense of establishing roots.’44 In Frontier, the solo dancer, situated
in the space by a fence and a length of rope that defines the stage in the shape
of an inverted V, conjured ‘the vision of a limitless land which she had settled
herself’.45 Graham marked the ‘frontier’ with small steps that evolved to large
swinging-leg jumps, translating the vastness of the empty land into movement.
The music, by Horst, reflected the sparse, open space. Bailey recollected that
Frontier was ‘one of the most wonderful dances’ that she had ever seen.46
Another piece that Bailey saw performed in New York, Humphrey’s New
Dance Trilogy (1935–1936), consisted of three different works that ranged
from a choral drama, to a social commentary and abstract dance. New Dance
Trilogy was ‘more than a landmark, it was a mountain that towered above the
entire modern dance landscape’.47 There is no doubt that this groundbreaking
work influenced Bailey’s own choreographic aspirations.
Humphrey’s dance works, style and vocabulary differed in significant ways
from Graham’s. Where Graham’s movement was angular, staccato and sharp,
Humphrey encouraged flowing, breath-filled movement. While Graham’s
dancers flexed their feet and cupped their hands, the dancers in Humphrey’s
works embraced the air surrounding them with curved, bent arms framing
their bodies. Graham’s early choreography has been described as possessing
‘severity, what people then would have called its ugliness’.48 Humphrey’s
works, sometimes danced without musical accompaniment and usually
barefooted, were ‘visual music from pure motion’. Her movement vocabulary
was built on principles of ‘“fall”, “rebound”, and “suspension” of the body’s
weight’, which gave her dances a lyrical, wave-like quality.49
Upon her return to New Zealand in 1939, Bailey was employed as a Physical
Welfare Officer by the Department of Internal Affairs’ Physical Welfare and
Recreation Branch.50 Bailey’s first ‘posting’ was in the Waikato, where she
met Philip Smithells.51 Prior to meeting Smithells, Bailey had been closely
associated with the left-leaning Hamilton People’s Theatre, whose founder,
Ron Meek, was her first husband. Bailey’s ideas about art and politics were
reinforced by Meek’s conviction that drama needed to be reflective and
challenging. In Wellington, for instance, she gave a lecture at Unity Theatre
titled ‘Can the theatre be used as a propaganda weapon?’52 She voiced similar
concerns about dance: ‘I felt that modern dance had a role to play in reflecting
life and what it could be. It could be a challenge to people.’53 In Smithells,
Bailey met a kindred spirit, for he shared her ideas about the need to combine
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art and politics and to express social activism through dance. As Bailey
explained: ‘When we first met we just clicked. Philip had been interested in
the development of what was happening in America in dance. He immediately
offered me a job in the Education Department [in Wellington]. We were on the
same wavelength.’54
Born in England in 1910, Smithells graduated from Cambridge University
in 1932. His secondary school education at the progressive Bedales College
in Hampshire exposed him to alternative educational practices and, most
likely, to dance in the school curriculum. Appointed Superintendent of
Physical Education in 1939 under innovative Assistant Director of Education
Clarence Beeby, Smithells arrived in Wellington with progressive ideas about
physical education, not least a belief in the centrality of dance to human
well-being. Although he was not a dancer, his views on the value of dance
in society were ahead of his time.55 Smithells suffered condemnation in New
Zealand; his aversion to ‘military’ drill as physical education combined with
his commitment to the incorporation of music, theatre and dance into the
curriculum antagonised many physical education traditionalists.56 Although
the 1912 Education Amendment Act altered the delivery of physical education
to include ‘games and dances’ it was the physical element of dance that was
emphasised, not the creative or the expressive.57 For Smithells, physical
activity and human expression were intertwined; ‘Brain and Body, Body and
Mind, Movement and Thought and Feeling’, he argued, were ‘all inseparable
functions of the body’.58 Just as important were his Quaker beliefs. Smithells
advocated peace, social justice and equality, and these tenets permeated all his
professional relationships and teaching philosophies.59
The Wellington-based New Dance Group, founded by Bailey and
Smithells, along with Smithells’s wife Olive and Czechoslovakian refugee
Edith Sipos, introduced a hitherto unknown notion of dance to audiences. It
was ‘modern’, political and expressive, connecting New Zealand audiences
to new ideas about dance and music as they developed overseas.60 Between
1945 and 1947 more than 25 physical education students and teachers
became members of the New Dance Group.61 In 1945, Smithells wrote of the
New Dance Group’s early years: ‘we were anxious to avoid the well-trodden
and too worn paths of ballet, operatic, or acrobatic dance, and the type of
interpretative dance that reeks with sentimentality.’62 Sharing movement
styles with their New York namesake The New Dance Group (begun in 1932),
the Wellington New Dance Group also exhibited comparable principles, that
is, that ‘dance is a weapon in the class struggle’ and could be used in the
service of society.63 The founding Wellington members were, according to
poet Anton Vogt, ‘interested in dance as a living art, not a museum piece’
and believed that dance was ‘something to do because it is significant,
not because it is “nice”’.64 Their work Hiroshima (1947), for instance, led
an anonymous reviewer to write, ‘in an age which has no more words to
describe human catastrophe, it may be that such a presentation can lead to
greater clarity of thought and deeper realization of the social implications of
scientific discovery’.65
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Figure 1: Olive Smithells in the New Dance Group’s Hiroshima.
Source: New Zealand Listener, 7 November 1947.

The New Dance Group faced significant challenges: its membership was not
stable and never worked professionally. It was able to put on only a handful of
public performances over three years and never toured beyond Feilding. It was
also short-lived, coming to an end when Philip and Olive Smithells moved to
Dunedin in 1948.66 Nonetheless the group managed to introduce radical ideas
about dance, art, music and physical education to New Zealand. The dancers
themselves were exposed to new ways of thinking, with one recalling that
Bailey taught them not only dance but ‘to have vision, integrity and courage to
do what we wanted to do and not to be put off by anybody’.67 Audiences were
affected too. The group’s first performance, in October 1945 at the Wellington
Technical College Hall, prompted Bruce Mason to comment: ‘I think most of
us that night felt we were seeing for the first time glimpses of an instrument
subtle and flexible, promising a richness greater in some ways than the arts of
drama, music and design could give alone.’68
Inspired by developments in dance in New York and Europe and driven by
the belief that dance could reflect life and society, Smithells and Bailey aimed
to alter the way people thought about dance. They also addressed wider issues.
The New Dance Group’s dances reflected international themes of the 1930s
and 1940s, with titles such as Monotony Chorus, The Dance of Two Women,
Sabotage in a Factory and the aforementioned Hiroshima. The New Dance
Group crossed boundaries of art, politics and nations.
The ‘Golden Weather’ of 1950s New Zealand produced a lull in the
development of concert dance, with the notable exception of the founding
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of the New Zealand Ballet Company by Poul Gnatt in 1953.69 There was a
proliferation of ballet studios throughout the country in the 1950s and 1960s,
but modern concert dance remained a relatively unknown art form. Francesca
Horsley has argued that New Zealand ballet flourished at this time because
of the glamour associated with ballerinas: ‘ballerinas lived high profile lives,
were icons of beauty and artistry.’70 New Zealand had its own celebrated
1950s ballerina, Rowena Jackson. Jackson fulfilled the fantasy of exquisite
beauty and international success by appearing in leading roles as a member of
Britain’s Royal Ballet, and stories of her exploits in London were frequently
reported in local newspapers.71
While Jackson was making her mark internationally, men were also
assuming prominent places in twentieth-century New Zealand dance, both
ballet and modern. Pākehā men such as ballet dancer Thomas O’Carroll/Jan
Caryll were praised for their dancing, which was said to evoke virility and
grace.72 Caryll, along with fellow ballet dancers Harold Robinson and Bryan
Ashbridge, served in the military and danced.73
John Casserley was introduced to dance for the first time while a student of
Philip Smithells at Otago, and this propelled him into a dance career. Casserley
has said that Smithells was ‘important in many ways’, not least of all in his
insistence that ‘all of his students take courses in modern dance’.74 Of course
Smithells’s students included both men and women, and his legacy is in the
numerous students who advanced to professional careers in dance.75 Casserley
also credits the film West Side Story (1961), directed and choreographed by the
iconoclastic American choreographer Jerome Robbins, as being an influence
on both his and others’ perceptions of men dancing at this time. He believed
that ‘a much larger public enjoyed experiencing males and movement in new
ways’, owing to Robbins’s innovations in choreography for men.76 Deborah
Jowitt, Robbins’s biographer, described the men’s dances in West Side Story in
exciting terms: ‘bravado, stealth, fear, playfulness, and anger meet in combat,
revealed in actions that shrug their way into dance and as quickly drop back
into everyday behaviour’. 77 Though far from the mean streets of the upper West
Side of Manhattan, Casserley was nonetheless liberated by the sight of men in
jeans expressing joy, fear and anger through dance. Of course, earlier filmed
musicals had included men dancing (for example, Fred Astaire, Gene Kelly),
but their dancing lacked the rawness, aggression, virility and integration with
character that was evident in Robbins’s choreography.
Dancers such as Casserley were at the forefront of the move of modern
dance into theatres, studios, schools and gymnasia throughout the country
by the mid 1970s. In 1972 Casserley established the group New Dance in
Dunedin. New Dance toured throughout the country in 1973 with assistance
from the New Zealand Students’ Arts Council. It was the first national tour of
a modern dance group. Following the lead of New Dance, Jamie Bull began
Wellington’s Impulse Dance Theatre in 1975, while Susan Jordan founded
Movement Theatre at the University of Auckland in 1976.
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Figure 2: John Casserley leaps into New Dance, 1973.

Source: National Dance Archives, 92-002, Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington.

With air travel becoming easier and the ‘OE’ more common, new
developments in modern dance accelerated as dancers left for the United
Kingdom and the USA to learn and returned home to teach. Film and television
also introduced dancers in New Zealand to performances by choreographer-led
companies such as those of Paul Taylor and Alwin Nikolais.78 It was through
this increased presence of modern dance that Limbs Dance Company emerged
in 1977. Limbs’ founding members — Christopher Jannides, Mary Jane
O’Reilly, Mark Baldwin, Kilda Northcott and Debbie McCulloch — came
together at a gathering of dancers at Porangahau on the Rongomaraeroa Marae
on the East Coast of the North Island in January 1977.79 Each had a different
background in dance, but all shared the desire to create dances that reflected
the zeitgeist of the 1970s.
Jannides grew up in Wellington in a Greek family. By 1976, at age 21, he
was living in Auckland and working with the University of Auckland-based
Movement Theatre.80 He left Movement Theatre at the end of 1976, explaining
that the physical and psychological heaviness of the Graham-based technique
shaping Movement Theatre’s dances and themes made him feel uneasy.
Moreover, Jannides was already developing ideas for his own choreography that
clashed with what Jordan considered appropriate for modern dance. Jannides had
‘choreographed a duet to pop music’.81 After the director objected that popular
music was not suitable for modern dance, Jannides’s desire to choreograph
and experiment with composition intensified. Fortunately, following the
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gathering at Porangahau, he was invited to present a free lunchtime concert
as part of orientation festivities at the University of Auckland in March 1977.
This concert at the Maidment Theatre (‘A Modern Dance Concert devised by
Christopher Jannides’) featured the work Hey Negrita, danced to the Rolling
Stones song of the same name.82 Jannides had succeeded in setting dances to
popular music and Limbs’ direction was laid down.
Baldwin, born in Fiji in 1954, grew up in Auckland and was exposed to dance
at a young age: ‘my earliest memories are of watching Polynesian dancing and
Giselle and strangely enough they got somehow mixed up in my brain. Ever
since I can remember I always wanted to be a dancer.’83 Though encouraged to
pursue visual arts by his architect father — he graduated from the Elam School
of Fine Arts in 1976 — Baldwin rejected art after graduation and pursued a
dance career instead. While at Elam he covertly used his scholarship fund to
attend dance classes: ballet with Kevin Baddily and Russell Kerr, and modern
dance with Mary Jane O’Reilly, another founding member of Limbs. Baldwin
was also a member of Movement Theatre in 1976.
Kilda Northcott and Debbie McCulloch, both charismatic and experienced
performers, had the least choreographic ambitions of the group. Twenty-twoyear-old Northcott had studied dance since she was six years old, in Kawerau,
and had recently returned to New Zealand from New York, where she was
schooled in the techniques of José Limón and Merce Cunningham. Her year
in New York (1975–1976) gave her performance opportunities in the works
of the Hungarian choreographer Reka. Prior to this, Northcott had studied
the Ausdruckstanz-inspired technique at the Bodenwieser school in Sydney.84
Debbie McCulloch had begun creative dance classes at the school of Dutch
émigré Boukje Van Zon, in Auckland at age 10. Van Zon’s influence — the
stressing of creativity and technique — was evident in McCulloch’s expressive
dance qualities.
O’Reilly, the most experienced of the five founding members, had the most
dance training, having been a member of the first graduating class of the New
Zealand School of Dance in 1968. The following year she danced with the New
Zealand Ballet Company.85 By 1970 O’Reilly was a scholarship student at the
Royal Ballet School in London. While in London, in between stints as an extra
with the Royal Ballet, O’Reilly had her first taste of modern concert dance at
the London Contemporary Dance School. By 1976 she was back in Auckland
and had opened her own studio, Dance Spectrum. Travelling to California for
six months that year, she studied the techniques of Cunningham and Limón in
San Francisco. Neither technique was known in New Zealand at this time, and
when O’Reilly returned she taught them to her students, among them Jannides
and Baldwin.
Devoid of narrative, symbolism or characterisation, Cunningham’s
work pared down movement to its essence and avoided any trappings of
sentimentality, romantic ideal, virtuosity or gender. He was regarded as one
of the greatest dance innovators of the twentieth century.86 His works, which
have been described as allowing audiences ‘the responsibility, the privilege,
of thinking for themselves’, disrupt traditional performance expectations from
both the performer’s and audience’s perspective.87 Using chance methods to
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assemble the choreography, Cunningham, who had been a dancer in Martha
Graham’s company in the 1940s, introduced an androgynous element into
dance. Whereas the mid-century modern dancers might have been outfitted in
dresses or skirts for the women and tights or slacks for the men, Cunningham’s
men and women wore the same costumes, usually tights and leotards or
all-in-one tights (unitards) designed to reveal the line of the movement.
Cunningham’s dance vocabulary, and the vocabulary of his followers, erased
difference between men’s and women’s movements. The movement was the
crucial element, not who performed it. His dances have been described as
‘space and time, shape and rhythm’, nothing more or less.88
Mexican-American Limón was Doris Humphrey’s protégé, and developed
her technique and aesthetic in his works. His technique worked on the
principles of ‘fall and recovery’, as did Humphrey’s, but Limón emphasised
the distribution of weight of the dancer’s body and the control thereof. For
instance, when a dance called for the dancer to leap and fall to the ground,
the effort needed to get off the ground was not hidden but ‘the power behind
it’, the defiance of gravity, was evident.89 Music and musicality played a big
part in both Limón’s technique and his choreography. His dances were full
of expressive lyricism and drama and, Jowitt believes, ‘could exalt our view
of humankind’.90 These vocabularies, concepts and techniques infiltrated the
rehearsal studio of Limbs. They also transformed the dance-making processes
of choreographers in New Zealand.

Figure 3: Limbs Dance Company, photograph by Marti Friedlander.
Source: Art New Zealand, Spring 1978, collection of author.
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Jannides and Baldwin believed that dance could reflect contemporary life
by utilising popular music, simple costumes and settings and by incorporating
jazz, disco, ballet and/or pedestrian movement. Baldwin has said that he and
Jannides ‘had notions of performance before we had technique’.91 Both had
studied clowning and mime and were heavily influenced by the theories of
English stage director and theorist Peter Brook. Their crossing of disciplines
and approaches to art-making reflected many developments in popular culture
in the 1970s. Popular music, visual art, fashion and drama often overlapped.
The visual arts, in this post-modern age, often combined a ‘multiplicity of
style and method’.92 ‘Happenings’ often included music, dance, street theatre
and poetry readings. Baldwin’s first choreography, Square Dance (1978), was,
as he explained it, ‘an art school sculptural-conceptual thing’.93 The work,
inspired by the collaborations of Cunningham and the visual artist Robert
Rauchenberg, began with Baldwin and Jannides marking a square on the
floor of the performance space with masking tape. To the sound of a ticking
metronome, the two men marched along the outside and gradually entered the
square. Facing off, they came closer and finally performed a tango together.
Peter Brook’s belief that ‘space is a tool’ struck a chord with Jannides and
Baldwin. It coincided with their idea of wanting ‘dance to access different
places and different people’; Jannides in particular felt strongly that dance
should not be a ‘theatrical, elitist thing’.94 Experimenting with Brook’s theories,
which included breaking down the convention that proscenium arch theatres
were the only acceptable ‘room’ for drama to take place, they took their dances
outdoors, to cabarets, to fashion shows, nightclubs, into the foyers of theatres,
car launches, student commons, schools and prisons.95
Their vision of dance was manifested in Limbs, especially when it began to
associate with other popular and alternative entertainments in New Zealand.
Within its first two years of existence Limbs had performed at large outdoor
music festivals such as Nambassa and Sweetwaters and had toured with
diverse performing companies such as Ratz Theatrix, Blerta, Red Mole, The
Plague, and Debbie and the Dum Dums. This enabled dance to become part
of the late 1970s popular culture.96 Limbs’ appearance at the Nambassa and
Sweetwaters music festivals exerted the greatest influence on both Limbs
and their audiences. The dancers were exposed to huge audiences who most
likely had never seen a modern, concert dance performance. This exposure,
while giving modern dance a public profile, also made Limbs well known to
a large segment of the population. The programmes that they performed at
these festivals were no different from those they performed in theatres, thus
achieving Jannides’s wish of breaking through the class barrier of theatre and
elitist art by presenting ‘high’ art in a popular music setting.
The landscape of dance and performance in New Zealand experienced a
seismic shift once Douglas Wright entered the field of choreography. Beginning
his dance career at Limbs in 1980, Wright choreographed his first work in 1981.
Titled Backstreet Primary, its theme was rugby culture and a boy’s reluctance
to play the game at school. The fact that this work premiered a few months after
the Springbok tour protests was most likely not a coincidence; the reviewer for
the Auckland Star thought as much, reporting that Backstreet Primary injected
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‘a strong dose of social comment into an athletically lyrical framework’.97 For
Wright, the work was ‘pretty literal; it is about someone being forced to play
rugby’.98 The choreographer believes that it was ‘probably the first of its kind
of piece that Limbs had done; not exactly a protest piece, but it did have an axe
to grind. It was a little bit meatier than some of their other works.’99
As seen in a filmed performance, Backstreet Primary began with the
entrance of a hooded Ku Klux Klan figure.100 Wright lay on his back close to
the front of the stage while four dancers (two women and two men) dressed
in rugby shirts and shorts entered the space. As the four dancers leapt, ran,
walked and crossed the stage in large strides Wright remained separate. The
music, by 1980s band Talking Heads, was punctuated with a driving, tribal
drumbeat. The choreography never literally imitated a game of rugby, though
scrum-like formations were seen at various times in the dance, in which Wright
was forced to join. The ever-present Klan figure was confronted by Wright, but
the two never touched. The work ended with Wright on his back centre stage
and the hooded figure standing centre slightly swaying. The four others then
flanked them, in positions reminiscent of a prow, the men standing and the
women on the floor lying through the men’s legs and holding on to the end of
their shirts as in a scrum.
Backstreet Primary was significant in many ways, not least of all because
audiences saw the first glimpse of Wright’s signature movement vocabulary
and his gymnast’s body exposed in jumps, falls and propulsions off the ground.
Wright seemed to defy both gravity and ordinary human strength. And yet
the central theme of the work was not Wright’s masculine strength but the
renouncing of a New Zealand male rite of passage; specifically, participating
in rugby at school. Wright used the image of a strong male body (his own) to
contradict an iconic New Zealand male activity: rugby playing. The physicality
of Wright’s movements symbolised a new version of the masculine New
Zealander. Displayed in a concert dance setting, it provided a demonstration
of how a muscular male body, normally what the gender scholar Alan Petersen
has described as ‘a dominant metaphor for such masculine virtues as physical
strength, rugged individualism, and mastery over one’s environment’, could
be used to convey other ideas.101 Backstreet Primary provoked audiences
to consider male muscularity as both a symbol of hegemonic New Zealand
masculinity (a rugby player) and a rejection of the same. Wright’s body,
clothed in rugby stripes and shorts, defied the normal New Zealand reading of
young men’s physicality.
Wright’s career in dance ran parallel to the emergence of the gay male
identity in New Zealand. During the time that he lived in New York (1983 to
1987), gay rights came to the fore of national debates. Craig Young has argued
that following the passage of the Homosexual Law Reform Act in 1986 gay
men and lesbians ‘achieved a degree of social acceptance’ in New Zealand.102
The Aids epidemic also impacted significantly on the male gay community,
and Wright, returning to New Zealand from New York in 1987, was acutely
aware of the devastation amongst his colleagues.
In 1988 Wright choreographed Now is the Hour for Limbs.103 The structure
for this piece was inspired by the episodic nature of the work of the German
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dance-theatre doyenne Pina Bausch. Wright’s Now is the Hour gave its
audiences an assemblage of dancers as transvestites, numerous bare buttocks
and breasts, a topless mermaid, and a sheep being shorn on stage. Bausch and
her Wuppertal Dance Theatre revolutionised dance in the 1980s. Her company,
made up of highly trained dancers from a variety of nations, danced, spoke
and sang Bausch’s often controversial works. Bausch’s work developed the
Ausdruckstanz of the early twentieth century and turned it into Tanztheater
(dance theatre). Theatrical devices such as repetition, juxtaposition and
incongruous costumes and situations (men in dresses, women carrying men,
violence accompanied by laughter) were echoed in Wright’s work.104 Wright
peopled his dance with scantily clad men in bikinis, a woman in a tuxedo and
naked human bodies with fish as heads. Their movements seemed to connect
with audiences on a deep, visceral level, and the work was highly praised
by critics. ‘Now is the Hour’, one wrote, ‘is a dance work of momentous
importance exemplifying the coming of age of contemporary dance in New
Zealand’.105 Humour, pathos and drama intermingled in this 70-minute work.
In Now is the Hour Wright performed as a lone figure and his physical
exertions brought to mind a tortured soul trying to escape his body. He was the
prodigal son within the company of the other dancers. A protest staged outside
the Baycourt Theatre by the Concerned Citizens group of Tauranga reflected
the controversy that this work generated. Whether it was the naked bodies, the
screaming women or the sheep on stage, it is difficult to know what most upset
these concerned citizens. Placards that read ‘The height of art or the depth of
disgrace’ and ‘You can’t pull the wool over God’s eyes’ greeted audiences as
they entered the theatre. Fortunately, other citizens of Tauranga proved capable
of laughing at themselves when, during a performance in the middle of the
sheep-shearing scene, someone yelled: ‘Disgusting! Put its clothes back on!’106
Provincial New Zealand had not seen a work like Now is the Hour before.
Wright (and his collaborators) gave New Zealanders contemporary dancetheatre that challenged preconceived notions of what dance was and provoked
discussion in every town it toured. Unfortunately, the controversy may have
contributed to the demise of Limbs. Cath Cardiff, who was the artistic director
of the company, believed that Now is the Hour was ‘way ahead of its time’.107
A year after this work premiered the company folded.

Figure 4: The Concerned Citizens Group of Tauranga protests Limbs Dance
Company’s performance of Now is the Hour outside the Baycourt Theatre.
Source: Bay of Plenty Times, 26 March 1988, p.1.
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The New Dance Group, New Dance and Limbs Dance Company offered
new experiences to their audiences. The 300 people who were present at
the first performance of the New Dance Group in 1945108 and the 1,200 who
crammed into the Wellington Opera House in 1979 to see Limbs are testament
to both the curiosity and appreciation of the public for this art form.109 This
‘new dance’ was speaking to people in ways that an evening at the ballet (or a
rugby match) could not. Leaps and runs, turns and jumps, falls and lifts; one
could see an athlete perform these moves but would a spectator be moved
to ponder catastrophes in Europe, gender identities or conceptual art during
a game? Dance is more than a vehicle for comprehension; it provides us
with a way to experience our surroundings by transcending the everyday, the
material, the tangible. The moving body in space can speak to the rational
mind of history and, if we are aware, can transmit more than words can ever
say. These reflections on modern concert dance within a New Zealand context
enable us to reconsider how bodies in motion expressed, responded to and
represented both international and national identities in the twentieth century.
The world’s place in New Zealand could be seen in the bodies of dancers and
the movements they spoke. It seems that modern concert dance in New Zealand
did reflect the ‘real life, work and heritage in this country’, as Rona Bailey
hoped in 1978, by presenting dances that made their audiences think, feel and
question. In turn, audiences were connected to global forms of expression.
However, unlike a novel or a painting, which can be revisited, the movements
of the dancers discussed here were fleeting, their presence remembered only as
phantom limbs.
The University of Auckland
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